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People stroll at Tokyo's Asakusa district (20)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Tokyo's Ginza fashion district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Tokyo's Ginza fashion district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Tokyo's Ginza fashion district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Tokyo's Ginza fashion district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Tokyo's Ginza fashion district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Nakamise street approach to the Sensoji temple at Tokyo's Asakusa district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Tokyo's Ginza fashion district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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September 13, 2020, Tokyo, Japan - People stroll at Tokyo's Ginza fashion district amid outbreak of the new coronavirus on Sunday, September 13, 2020. The government has plan to include Tokyo for the nationwide tourism campaign "Go To Travel" from next month after having excluded Tokyo from the campaign.    (Photo by Yoshio Tsunoda/AFLO)
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